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Executive Summary 
This document summarizes outcomes of work performed in Work Package 4 (WP4) and 
constitutes Deliverable D4.3 of the DecarboNet Project – with the goal of identifying opinion 
leaders and prevalent dissemination paths across news and social media content streams, 
based on the datasets collected in WP2. We report on both the required pre-processing and 
knowledge extraction steps as well as on the analytic methods developed to investigate in-
formation diffusion processes:  

• For the former, work has focused on story clustering, event extraction, and user model-
ling. This includes extensions of the system architecture of the Media Watch on Climate 
Change (knowledge integration and analytics platform developed in WP3),1 in order to 
support the required new data structures. 

• For the latter, we present results on opinion leader detection and centrality networks, 
including graph-based methods to visualize these networks and the ability to distinguish 
opinion holders from opinion targets (WP2) across online media channels.  

As part of the WP6 use case, these analytic methods will be applied to investigate the im-
pact of upcoming environmental events including COP21, the United Nations Climate 
Change Conference (December 2015) and Earth Hour, the annual global event organized by 
the World Wide Fund for Nature (March 2016). 

 

  

                                                 
1 www.ecoresearch.net/climate 
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Introduction 

Information Diffusion 
Information Diffusion measures and predicts the propagation of information messages 
through an actor network along a temporal axis. The actor network may be modelled as a 
graph describing all persons, objects, and semiotics that take part in the message passing, 
either implicitly or explicitly. 

The DecarboNet project (www.decarbonet.eu) studies opportunities to support and analyse 
community dialogues centred on the topics of energy and climate. D4.3 seeks to provide 
insights into the information diffusion patterns that explain how information spreads and 
evolves over time in these domains. In line with this goal, we formulate our research ques-
tions as follows: 

1. Which topics are most widely discussed? (What?) 
2. Which actors or information sources are the most influential in the community, and 

how can we quantify their impact? (Who?) 
3. Which information channels are used to spread environmental information, with a 

special focus on major topics covered by traditional media channels, and the related 
discussions on social media platforms? (Where?) 

4. How does information spread in terms of velocity and flow patterns? (How?) 

To study diffusion paths and patterns of information in real-world data, we first have to trans-
form the raw input data to make the information diffusion explicit for analysis by extracting 
information from data. The data we collect through the DecarboNet data acquisition pipeline 
(see Deliverable D2.1) is provided as large collections of individual documents of heteroge-
neous internal representation (depending on the acquisition channel such as Twitter, Face-
book, RSS feeds, etc.).  

In a first processing step, this low-level input data is transformed into high-level information 
streams to be analysed for diffusion. In particular, in this work we focus on user modelling 
and story modelling as the most promising information streams for insightful diffusion analy-
sis. This choice is motivated by the natural network interpretation of both the information 
actor space (user network) and the information topic space (story network). For user model-
ling, the focus of diffusion patterns lies on identifying opinion leaders and tracking the distri-
bution channels that contribute to the spread of information – e.g., it addresses questions 
second and third from the set of postulated research question above.  

Story modelling allows investigating diffusion patterns directly on the information space, 
through providing better boundaries of the information itself. Information in the news data 
and social media context is defined to be a message of observational or communicational 
character that can be passed between agents. 
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Figure 1. From data to information diffusion analysis 

 

A story further defines information along temporal and factual aspects and thereby increases 
the acuity of the messages studied in information diffusion. In the work presented herein, we 
concentrated on event extraction as a means for story detection, since events are particular-
ly prevalent in news articles as the distinguishing characteristic. Story clustering addresses 
questions 1 and 4 from the set of postulated research question above. Figure 1 depicts this 
data transformation process both for making user information and story information explicit 
for the network modelling and subsequent analysis.  

Identifying Opinion Leaders 
Information flow analysis helps to gain a better understanding of the role of actors that partic-
ipate in the spreading of information. In particular, we are interested if there is a relevant set 
of users (individuals or corporate Twitter accounts) that have a significant impact on climate- 
and energy- related information flows.  

We distinguish between opinion leaders in terms of being the focus of media attention (e.g. 
CEOs, politicians, actors, etc.; see Section on “Opinion Holders vs. Opinion Targets” below) 
and opinion leaders in terms having an impact on evolving online discussions. For the cov-
erage of news media sites, we calculate impact by multiplying the frequency of the coverage 
on a specific topic with the reach of a Web site estimated via Alexa traffic statistics.2 For the 
postings on social networks, we use common node centralities and other network metrics. 

                                                 
2 www.alexa.com 
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Analysing Threaded Dialogs 

In addition to the impact of a source, T4.3 also investigates information diffusion and the 
factors influencing a story as it unfolds through the news landscape, from a technical rather 
than social perspective – i.e., a document-driven approach that identifies document metrics 
to characterize the diffusion of a story by means of the documents that it entails. 

Information diffusion is traditionally studied through the lens of network analysis, and many 
different approaches are proposed in the literature to detect information diffusion patterns in 
social media (Guille et al., 2013). Due to the explicit graph structure of social networks such 
as Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn, we can trace links between users and messages through 
follow, share and reply activities. Yet these approaches are not directly applicable if one 
wants to track the latest topics covered by online news media – one the one hand, news 
media do not contain an explicit graph structure; on the other hand, the sheer volume of so-
cial media coverage does not allow clustering of the complete content streams (“firehose”). 

Deliverable Structure 
To address this challenges, T4.3 pursues a two-step approach: (i) analyse news media cov-
erage in real time to extract the major topics of interest, and (ii) query the collected archive of 
domain-relevant social media postings for this topic, creating and graph structure based on 
explicit @$user references. This document is therefore organized into the two distinct sec-
tions of Network Modelling and Network Analysis:  

In Network Modelling, we present the work performed to transform low-level input data into 
high-level network data. We discuss methods of document clustering, feature extraction, and 
user modelling in order to build explicit data flow networks for the subsequent analysis.  

In the second part, Network Analysis, we present state-of-the-art methods to identify and 
exploit patterns in the network data generated by the modelling process. We conclude this 
document with a short discussion of the problems we encountered during our research and 
outline research avenues for the near and medium future of this ongoing work. 

Network Modelling 

Data Collection 
WP2 and WP3 have established a large document corpus that is extended with real-time 
content feeds from a wide range of sources and distribution channels, both from classic 
news channels as well as social media. These documents are the low-level input to all data 
processing steps that allow us to make explicit a network data structure to analyse diffusion 
patterns (network modelling).  

Event Extraction 
D2.2 introduced the Recognyze component for Named Entity Recognition (NER), which 
supports disambiguation based on Linked Open Data (LOD) corpora such as DBpedia3. We 
have successfully deployed Named Entity profiles for persons, organizations, and geo-
locations to annotate documents from the Media Watch on Climate Change (MWCC).  

                                                 
3 www.dbpedia.org 
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During this reporting window, we have extended Recognyze by a GEMET and an event pro-
file. GEMET4 offers an open thesaurus of curated by the European Environment Agency 
(EEA) that defines a general terminology for the environment with multi-language support. 
The event corpus was extracted semi-automatically from Wikipedia for the climate domain. 
This step was necessary due to no such data being available in structured format in the pub-
lic domain. While DBpedia does contain an event category, the quality of said data is heavily 
biased towards esoteric events and therefore effectively unusable for our purposes. Our 
scraper extracted more than 1000 distinct events from various climate relevant Wikipedia 
categories such as climate conferences and natural climate events. Since these events are 
extracted from an existing knowledge base, we refer to this process as explicit event extrac-
tion (in contrast to implicit event extraction, where events are extracted from free text, and 
which will be discussed in the next section).  

Story Clustering 

In order to build information diffusion networks, we cluster documents around stories. A story 
is a chronologically ordered sequence of co-related events. For example, an Earth Hour5 
story may contain summaries of all the local campaigns and sub-events organized around 
the annual event, and the various follow-up interactions in social networks. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Story clustering as a hierarchical approach 
 

                                                 
4 www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet 
5 Earth Hour is a global annual event organized by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), and the 
main use case analyzed in WP6. 
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Stories can be told at a continuously changing degree of granularity, with the most granular 
story being a single event, and the most general story being a topic (c.f. Figure 2). For tech-
nical reasons, this continuity constraint will be relaxed to an n-level degree of granularity in 
practice. 

News clustering is a special case of text clustering that aggregates articles into stories based 
on their textual content and publication date (Wu et al., 2015). This approach allows to group 
similar articles together regardless of whether they contain copycat fragments (citations) or 
not. The state-of-the-art approaches to news clustering represent the news content using 
keywords (Lu et al., 2014), paraphrases (Petrovi et al., 2012), named entities (Montalvo et 
al., 2015), topics (Xia et al., 2015) or event models (Zhu and Oates, 2013; Hu et al., 2014; 
Wu et al., 2015) and further use them as features for clustering. In our work, we follow the 
approach presented in (Wu et al. 2015) and extract events to produce relevant features for 
story clustering. 

Document Features 

A pre-processing step for story clustering is the definition of document feature transforms 
that map input documents to a well-formed set of individual features. The goal of feature 
extraction is to find the optimal transform such that the resulting features best represent the 
gist of the document, i.e. they are the fingerprint of the document. In this work, we have con-
sidered the following set of document feature transforms as input to document clustering: 

● Stopword transform, removes the stopwords from the document’s content 
● Keyword transform, the most significant keywords of a document 
● Quotation transform, set of all quotes in a document 
● Entity transform, set of most significant named entities found in a document 
● Event transform, set of most significant events found in a document 
● Mixture transform, a combination of all transforms described above 

While most of the above document transforms are straightforward to implement given the 
prior work reported in deliverables D2.1 and D2.2, some transforms required the develop-
ment of additional natural language processing components.  

The Keyword transform uses a model of the statistical significance of all n-grams (after 
stopword removal) for a given document corpus (e.g. climate social media, climate NGO, 
etc.) to extract the most significant keywords from a document. The transform returns a vec-
tor of the top ten most frequent keywords in a document. 

The idea behind the event transform is that most documents can easily be reduced into the 
core events they mention without losing too much of the document’s meaning (e.g. a bag of 
events). In this work, we understand as events actions performed by agents (persons, or-
ganizations, countries, etc.). Note that in contrast to the explicit event extraction discussed in 
prior section, we are dealing with implicit event extraction here, since we do not make use of 
any external knowledge base to query or disambiguate extracted events. To reduce the 
overall amount of individual events per document, we only consider a document’s title to-
gether with the first four sentences for event extraction. The event transform therefore yields 
a highly compact representation that still provides a meaningful fingerprint of the document. 
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In the context of news articles, an event is the major topic of an article, e.g. a conference 
opening, an earthquake or a soccer match. At the same time, such an event may have sev-
eral levels of granularity and contain multiple sub-events. We refer to such higher-level 
events as complex events. 

We extract events using relation extraction and further represent the documents (i.e. news 
articles and social messages) using the bag-of-events model as features for clustering. We 
apply dependency parsing to obtain the parse trees of the sentences and then extract rela-
tions using these trees. The relations are modelled as triples of the form 
 

s (subject) - p (predicate) - o (object),  
 

where p is a verb phrase (VP) representing an action; s is the agent that performs the action 
described in the predicate, and o is an optional object which specifies further any additional 
details concerning the action, such as its place, time, manner, etc.  

Locality Sensitive Hashing 

Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) uses a hash function that maps similar documents to simi-
lar hashes. The hashing function takes as input a vectorised document representation and 
computes a fix-bit hash key. We use the popular SimHash hash as an LSH algorithm and 
the Hamming distance to measure similarity between the hashes and produce story clusters 
(Rajaraman and Ullman, 2011). The similarity threshold was empirically inferred based on 
the manual evaluation on a subset of documents. We cluster news articles into stories using 
as features the extracted relations representing events. 

Our approach gives good results for identifying news stories from the news data set. Overall, 
we have identified ten distinct news stories from the earth hour data from within the last year 
(about 10000 documents), and about 20 distinct news stories from earth day data set within 
the last year (about 8000 documents). 

Hierarchical Dirichlet Modelling 

Various clustering approaches were assessed by our colleagues at USFD, who were cluster-
ing documents for story and burst detection on Twitter data. Their extensive evaluation of 
several state-of-the-art story clustering methods on large Twitter corpora for recent event 
coverage (story detection and sub-story detection) has favoured the generative Hierarchical 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (HLDA) approach over spectral clustering and the LSH approach 
described above. HLDA is a probabilistic method that assumes the existence of multiple la-
tent topics (modelled as individual Dirichlet distributions) in a data set, which it then fits given 
a training data set to produce a mixture model of overlapping topic distributions. In the hier-
archical case, the general LDA is extended to add a second level of topics to describe nest-
ed topics. We have chosen LSH over HLDA for the following reasons: 

1. Available data is not limited to Twitter streams; a considerable part of the data is 
news articles, which feature much larger textual segments. This issue can be ad-
dressed by applying a text summarisation algorithm that reduces large documents to 
short paragraphs or single-sentence summaries. 
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2. The current pipeline structure does not easily lend itself to a model-based approach 
with considerable training overhead from machine learning; future work will experi-
ment with HLDA for story modelling and ways to overcome computational bottle-
necks. 

 
  

Figure 3. Overview of international news media coverage about the Earth Hour 2015 
campaign (02-04/2015), including frequency, reach, impact and sentiment values 

 
Figure 3 shows major international news outlets leading the Earth Hour 2015 coverage. 
Reach is a proxy of Web site popularity, normalized from Alexa traffic statistics. Impact is the 
frequency of coverage multiplied by reach. Sentiment indicates whether the coverage tends 
to be positive or negative. The search-specific keywords underneath the URL reflect the fo-
cus of the respective outlet’s coverage. When computed for shorter intervals – e.g., the last 
24 hours or the last week – these keywords reflect recent trends and can be used as seed 
terms for a query to analyse related discussion on social media platforms. 

 

Threaded Dialogues 

As mentioned above, combining the heterogeneous document types from social media and 
news media channels comes with a number of technical issued to be solved. Social media 
streams are of a very different nature in terms of content characteristics (e.g. length) and the 
availability of meta-data, as compared to traditional news articles. Combining the two into an 
integrated story model has introduced the challenge of identifying the connection between 
the two data sets, as well as finding the relevant social content for a given news article. 
Sometimes we missed the most relevant social content for existing news articles in our data 
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sets due to not following the right social user accounts. To remedy this issue, we have ex-
tended our social channels with search-by-URL for the most influential news articles encoun-
tered (e.g. the core stories). To address the problem of modelling threaded dialogues of het-
erogeneous content channels, we had to extend our data structure to reflect typical social 
network actions such as comment, re-tweet, like, etc. Making such actions and references 
explicit allows to model stories as complex nested hierarchies, reflecting the actual dialogue 
thread as it unfolded in the online world.  

User Modelling 

In the context of information diffusion, we define a user to be any participant in a communi-
cation of information, e.g. a publisher of an article, the author of a comment, a tweet, etc. A 
user therefore need not necessarily correspond to a natural person, since publishing organi-
zations also represent valid users in our model. As a first step, we make the users of our 
media content explicit, allowing us to: 

● associate unique IDs to users 
● aggregate over multi-profile users 
● understand the cultural and geographic reach of users 
● aggregate periodic metrics on users 
● describe implicit user mentions 

 
The chosen approach to user modelling is to use the existing information we have on pub-
lishers of documents: 
 

1. HTML pages provide rich user information in the HTLM header 
2. Social media provides user information via the API (e.g. open graph) 

Together, this information allows us to link users from the static and the dynamic channels of 
our data acquisition pipeline into a universal user model. In particular we utilize metadata 
where provided in the HTML header to interlink existing profiles. 

Additionally, user metrics measured periodically allow us to understand trends in perfor-
mance and reach of the individual users as a function over time. Initially, user metrics of in-
terest include: 
 

● global reach (geopolitical spread) 
● topical interest (topic modelling) 
● influence (opinion leaders, story influencers)  
● controversy (variation in text sentiment) 

These may be extended at a later stage to also include a user’s community, and also their 
needs (e.g. to understand why a user participates in a given communication). As part of this 
deliverable, we have integrated periodic user metrics into the back-end pipeline of the Media 
Watch on Climate Change, enabling statements on the dynamically evolving network of 
monitored users as per the outlined user model. 
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Network Analysis 

Overview 

Information diffusion in social networks is driven by four main factors (Gonzalez-Bailon, 
2011): (i) the propensity of individuals to follow actions determines their likelihood to partici-
pate in the diffusion process; (ii) The number of connections to influencers also determines 
the likelihood of participation; (iii) acquiring a number of “low threshold actors” facilitates 
reaching a critical mass of followers; (iv) connections to multiple sources is more important 
than repeated exposure to the same source. Opinion leaders sit at the core of the network. 
While they do not necessarily need a high number of connections, they do, however, pos-
sess connections to other highly influential agents in the network.  

The network topology itself is another important factor for the velocity of information diffu-
sion. Random networks, i.e. networks with long ties, do not support diffusion well, which 
stands in contrast to the common theory of “the strength of weak ties” (Granovetter 1973). 
The core idea of this theory is that individuals are more likely to be influenced by agents not 
belonging to their close circle of friendship. The rationale behind this is that closer friends 
share mutual information, while remote friends tend to introduce more novel, and thus more 
interesting knowledge. However, a study simulating the spread of medical knowledge in a 
network of artificially designed topology refutes this theory (Centola 2010). The study shows, 
that highly clustered networks, i.e. networks where the clusters represent strong relations 
between their members, foster the spread of information. This goes in line with the second of 
the before-mentioned factors driving information diffusion. The strong connection within the 
cluster exposes individuals to multiple actions of their peers. This repeated exposure “con-
vinces” the individual of the transmitted fact and in return triggers the further spread of the 
fact by the individual. 

Diffusion Metrics 
Once the document flow is transformed into a graph structure, it is possible to apply estab-
lished algorithms from network analysis to detect the opinion leaders, e.g. HITS (Kleinberg, 
1999) or PageRank (Page et al., 1999). Del Corso et al. (2005) rank articles proportional to 
the cluster size they belong to and inversely proportional to their publication time. Further, 
they compute the news source rank as a function of the ranks of its articles. Zhang et al. 
(2013) utilize social media posts to rank news articles by computing TF-IDF for each tweet-
article pair, which does not scale well. (Weng et al., 2010) propose to identify the most influ-
ential Twitter users for a specific topic using Latent Dirichlet Analysis (LDA). 

Other metrics used on information diffusion networks include: 
● Influence, as applied to Twitter users in (Cha et al., 2010, Bakshy et al., 2011) 
● Power (Hanneman et al., 2005), using network centrality 
● Popularity (Application: web pages) 
Given an explicit information diffusion network, we can measure the following structural 
properties on the network (Valente 1995, Valente 2012): Network density, network reciproci-
ty, network centralization (measuring the extent to which a network is centred around a sin-
gle node), a network’s assortativity coefficient, and the network’s centrality (e.g. Freeman’s 
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Network Centrality). Furthermore, we can measure properties on a network’s nodes and 
edges, such as the Freeman edge betweenness (Wasserman et al., 1994) to make state-
ments about the individuals within a given diffusion network. Such analysis allows us to de-
termine significant nodes (e.g. actors or stories) or edges (relations between actors or sto-
ries). A node’s position in a diffusion graph is typically referred to as its centrality. Network 
centrality is an indicator of importance of nodes and edges in graph data structures, and it is 
typically defined over the graph’s topology within the proximity of the node/edge of interest.  

 
Figure 4. Degree node centrality on the Twitter Earth Hour data set for the topic  

‘energy’, where nodes represent users and edges their cross-references6 
 
Common node centralities in the literature include: 

● Degree centrality (both in-degree and out-degree), defined as the number of links inci-
dent upon a node, is the earliest and also the most fundamental centrality measure used 
to describe node characteristics in a graph; 

● Closeness centrality emphasizes “the distance of an actor to all others in the network by 
focusing on the distance from each actor to all others” (Hanneman et al., 2005), based 
on the length of the average shortest path between a vertex and all vertices in the graph; 

                                                 
6 The planned integration of network centrality metrics into the Media Watch on Climate 
Change (WP3) will make use of the graph-based visualization tools of the FP7 Project 
Pheme (www.pheme.eu), which develops automated methods to assess the veracity of so-
cial media content. 
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● Information centrality is a variation of the closeness centrality that favours symmetric 
subgraphs by using the harmonic mean of weighted shortest paths rather than the arith-
metic mean as in the general case; 

● Eigenvector centrality, a node has high score if connected to many nodes are them-
selves well connected. It is used as indicator of popularity since it tends to identify cen-
ters of large cliques; 

● Katz centrality (Katz et al., 1955) allows measuring the degree of influence of a node 
(actor) through counting the total number of walks between each pair of nodes 

● Betweenness centrality, yields the fraction of shortest paths between node pairs that 
pass through the node of interest (Newman, M., 2004): 

○ Freeman betweenness centrality, 
○ Flow betweenness, 
○ Random walk betweenness, which counts how often a node is traversed by a 

random walk between two other nodes. 
As part of D4.3, we have measured degree node centrality (in-degree) on the Twitter user 
data set for collected for the Earth Hour data. Other centralities are currently implemented to 
get more insight into the diffusion patterns of selected topics. We use the user mention rela-
tion available in the Twitter API to construct the information diffusion network. Figure 4 
shows a visualization of this centrality for the top 300 users based on the topic ‘Energy’. 
Larger nodes correspond to a higher centrality score of the respective nodes. The visualiza-
tion allows us to quickly identify those regions of the information diffusion network with the 
highest user connectedness.  

 
Figure 5. Node centrality on the Twitter earth hour data set for the topic ‘climate  

change’; nodes represent users, edges represent user mentions 
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These larger node clusters in the centre of the graph have the highest data throughput 
where the data is shared among a maximum set of users in the network, which roughly cor-
respond to high-volume discussions.  

We can see from the graph that there exist few users with a very high node centrality in the 
diffusion network. Also worth noting is the connectedness of the overall graph, with one large 
connected component in the centre of the figure, and several isolated and small components 
around the edge of the figure. Figure 5 shows the diffusion graph visualization for the topic 
‘climate change’ (also top 300 users). Here, the overall connectedness is even stronger than 
in the ‘energy’ topic graph in Figure 4.  
 

Opinion Target Detection Related Work 

 Based on 
JDPA Corpus 

Based on 
MPQA Cor-
pus 

(Zhuang et al., 
2006) 

(Kessler & 
Nicolov, 
2009) 

(Ginsca, 
2012) 

Precision 0.9 0.9 0.48 0.75 0.86 

Recall 0.89 0.92 0.59 0.65 0.88 

F-measure 0.9 0.91 0.53 0.7 0.87 
 

Table 1. Evaluation results of opinion target detection, including a comparison  
with reference systems reported in the literature 

Opinion Holders vs. Opinion Targets 

When identifying opinion leaders, the traditional notion of defining opinion leaders as “a mi-
nority of members in a society [who] possess qualities that make them exceptionally persua-
sive in spreading ideas to others.” (Cha et al., 2010) requires adaptation before being ap-
plied to social media. The literature uses opinion leaders (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1955) and 
innovators (Rogers 1962, Valente 1995) or hubs, connectors, mavens (Gladwell 2002), syn-
onymously. The idea of a few highly persuasive individuals influencing large minorities has 
the advantage of reaching a wide audience by just dealing with a manageable quantity of 
individuals. However, applying this theoretical principle to social media can be misleading. 
Decision-making on social media is strongly peer-driven, i.e. people are highly responsive to 
the suggestions of their close peers and friends (Domingos and Richardson, 2001). Large-
scale analysis of tweets empirically backed this theory (Cha et al., 2010) and showed that 
simple in-degree, i.e. the number of followers, serves only as a limited measurement to iden-
tify opinion leaders in networks. This calls for complementary strategies to investigate the 
drivers of public opinion, such as tracking the number of re-tweets or the number of men-
tions across various media channels. 

For analysing the number of media mentions, recent advances in sentiment analysis allow 
connecting opinion targets with sentiment-expressing terms (see Deliverable D2.3.1). This 
goes beyond calculating the sentiment of sentences or documents. It enables us to deter-
mine who is talked about in conjunction with a specific topic, to extract what is being associ-
ated with this person, and to distinguish specific statements about an influential person from 
mere co-occurrences. 
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To identify opinion targets, a set of predefined features such as POS tag sequences or term 
proximity serve as input for a classifier. After evaluating those features, the classifier con-
nects sentiment terms with their targets, if valid, and transfer the given polarity onto them. 
We plan to activate opinion target detection within the Media Watch on Climate Change, 
complementing the existing ability to analyse the statements of opinion holders across 
sources (news media outlets, social media platforms, etc.). Prior to this activation, we have 
conducted a formal evaluation based on standardized corpora. Table 1 presents the results 
of this evaluation, showing that the implemented system outperforms similar approaches 
reported in the literature. Zhuang et al (2006) evaluate their work on the well-known MPQA 
corpus (Wilson 2008), a collection of movie reviews. Kessler and Nicolov (2009) compile and 
use a first corpus of blog posts, the JDPA corpus, for evaluation, while Ginsca (2012) evalu-
ate on the full JDPA corpus. 

 

Summary and Outlook 
This deliverable outlines the progress made on identifying and analysing information dissem-
ination paths for news and social media content, collected as part of the Earth Hour use 
case (WP6). We have presented the steps undertaken to cluster stories, extract events, and 
to model users as important prerequisites for modelling diffusion processes in electronic 
networks. When computing the various diffusion metrics to enable further analyses, D4.3 
has successfully overcome previous limitations of the content processing pipeline with re-
spect to the developed network model.  

Most notably, the deep integration of news media articles and social media postings into a 
unified data store via threaded dialogs required a major overhaul of the existing system ar-
chitecture. This multi-channel integration enables diffusion processes to be tracked and ana-
lysed in a holistic manner, delivering a more complete snapshot of digital stakeholder com-
munication – going beyond previous work that has largely ignored multi-channel processes, 
and often did not distinguish between opinion holders and opinion targets.  

Another area where new grounds were covered is document fingerprinting based on event 
extraction from free text (among other document feature transforms), which allows us to de-
fine more meaningful features for clustering similar stories. Results have been showcased 
using network centrality visualizations, and comparative studies on opinion leader extraction.  

Future work will compare LSH and HLDA clustering in terms of accuracy and throughput. 
We also plan to extend the developed diffusion networks to better capture emerging stories, 
since the diffusion networks, fed by real-time data of the Media Watch on Climate Change 
(WP3), are a core resource for the WP6 use case to investigate how the characteristics of 
participating users (e.g., node centrality) affect the spreading of a story during global events 
such as COP21 and Earth Hour 2016.  
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